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=======================================================================
In this issue:
Re: Duo repairs?
RE: Duo repairs?
Re: Duo repairs?
=======================================================================
From: hall.nat@gmail.com
Date: Fri Feb 11 17:45:55 EST 2005
Subject: Re: Duo repairs?

Retrogames (retrogames@hotmail.com) used to repair all used Turbo
hardware for a moderate fee.
I do not know if they are still in operation. Their website still
exists (can't think of the URL offhand), but two emails to them over
the past two months hasn't gotten me anywhere.
The first email I sent bounced because it said their mailbox was full.
The second message sent, a couple days ago, did not bounce (yet) but
I have not received any replies from them or any indication there is
anyone there to read the e-mail.
I, too, have some Turbo hardware I would like repaired but I am not
going to send it in to them until I know they are still in operation.
I inquired on this list a few weeks ago about them, but nobody really
responded with a yes or no answer as to whether they still exist.
-Nat
On Wed, 09 Feb 2005 00:28:29 -0500, Ken Byerly wrote:
> Where can I get a Duo repaired? Mine worked fine, then one day after
> letting it sit for a while I turned it on and nothing.
>
> Thanks,
> Ken
>
>
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----------------------------------------------------------------------From: owner-turbo-list@joyce.eng.yale.edu
Date: Fri Feb 11 18:08:02 EST 2005
Subject: RE: Duo repairs?

Doesn't Turbo Zone Direct (www.tzd.com) still repair Turbo hardware?
-Daniel
-----Original Message----From: owner-turbo-list@joyce.eng.yale.edu
[mailto:owner-turbo-list@joyce.eng.yale.edu] On Behalf Of Nat Hall
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2005 3:46 PM

----------------------------------------------------------------------From: alexlowe@alltel.net
Date: Fri Feb 11 23:32:13 EST 2005
Subject: Re: Duo repairs?

> Doesn't Turbo Zone Direct (www.tzd.com) still repair Turbo hardware?
The TZD page says no, and says Retrogames does TG repair, though the TZD
page w/repair info seems to have not been updated in a while.
Here's the Retrogames page http://www.geocities.com/turbogaming/repairs.htm
Call the number and see if they still do it (or if that number's even
working).
It said 60 bucks for CD repair. Someone noted they didn't receive email
replies from Retrogames, so who knows.
I have a US Duo w/a laser problem, I guess I'm sort of curious about
the possibility of repair too (too late to call the number). Number
according
to that page is 480-203-6363 (arizona).
Hal
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